KNOWN ISSUES CONCERNING THE BOOK (FOR CORRECTIONS)

Known Issues/Exceptions: the following will NOT be awarded points: out-of-date examples/tables/figures (they are being updated); what should be added (you can put most of these as “Real Life Examples”: see the syllabus); any potential corrections listed below; minor formatting problems - especially those noted below (these will be fixed later).

NOTE: the convention in finance is to write in the present tense, even for “Smith (2001) shows that”

KNOWN PROBLEMS WITH THE BOOK (FOR CORRECTIONS)

Notes: (1) the slides on WebCT can differ from the newer slides in your notebook.
(2) If a Figure is not clear then it is due to the scanning process
(3) Some pages may be partially blank. Footnotes may be on the wrong page. This is a bug in Framemaker.

Ch. 2 Quotes are missing or old for some instruments
   Exhib 2-1 missing Lifetime H and L and open interest; index H, L, close
   Exhib 2-3 formatting of last column
   Exhib 2A-1 formatting of columns
   App 2B Exhib 2B-1 some formatting
   Exhib 2B-2 formatting of columns
   Exhib 2B-2 column format; <bp> for British pound
   Exhib 2B-3 British pound symbol and formatting
   2B: problem 2B-2 data

Ch. 3 Table 3-1 inaccurate information in FN to table; missing material where question marks are.
   Table 3-2 columns not even; data may not be current and may differ from notes.

Chapters with S&P500 index: the examples may use the old 500x multiple rather than the current 250x multiple of the index.

Ch 7  Table 7-4: see the notes at the bottom of the page.
   Table 7-5 differs from table in slides (Table 7-5 needs cross ref link and title; needs text rather than scan)
   When the new Figure 7-1 is added then this will change the numbering of the figures

Corrections for Options Chapters:
Specific problems:
I do know about the "formatting problems" for Exhibits, tables, some examples, and some labeling with figures: these you do not need to "warn" me about.

But anything that is wrong with material in the text, anything wrong with the numbers themselves, any missing or incorrect words that makes a sentence wrong or confusing ... anything like that I would very much like to know about.

In particular the formatting problems involve the following for the exhibits, etc:
(1) Some figure numbers seem to be missing; actually this is a formatting problem in Framemaker; this causes the text numbering to differ from the figure number below the figure.
(2) there are some extra lines in exhibits separating data;
(3) some lines in the large tables do not reach entirely across the tables;
(4) some of the underlining in tables covers up some of the numbers/symbols;
(5) lines can go the entire length of the page when they do not need to;
(6) the need for vertical/horizontal lines in big tables;
(7) the example on or near p. 387 is not boxed.